Parent Instructions – Counting Collections
Students should find a collection of something to count. It can be anything, but it should be a
collection of over about 70 items. This is a flexible number since we are all at home, but you’d
be surprised at what you have around the house that can be counted. Please refer to the
“Parent Info Sheet from Lakeridge School” for more information about Counting Collections.
The goal is to count the amount in different ways. If students already can count efficiently by
1s, then they should group their collection differently – maybe by 5s or 4s. They can get
creative and count by 14s if they want.
1) Estimate before you count: How many do you think are in your collection? What is your
“too low” number, your “too high” number, and your “just right” number?
2) Decide how you will count. Maybe try to group by 2s, 5s, or 10s.
3) Make clear groups as you count.
4) Then, record your counting on your recording sheet. Use labels and make it match how
you counted, but at this point in the year, you may not need to draw each item. Instead
you could try to represent it with a number.
5) Write an equation that matches how you counted.
6) How do you know you are right? Please double check. J
After you are finished, consider taking a picture of your collection or make a short video
explaining how you counted. What did it sound like as you counted? (“5, 10, 15…”)
Done Counting? Choose one activity from section A on the “Done Counting Sheet.” Consider
doing an extension activity from section B. Again, maybe think about making a short video that
teaches others what you did in the extension activity.
Happy counting!

